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We show that, for any irrational rotational algebra A% , A% O2$O2 . This is
proved by combining recently established results for C*-algebras of real rank zero
with the following result:
For any =>0, there is $>0, such that for any pair of unitaries u, v in any purely
infinite simple C*-algebra A with K1(A)=0 satisfies
&uv&vu&<$ and }(u, v)=0.
There is a pair of commuting unitaries U, V # A with finite spectrum such that
&u&U&<= and &v&V&<=.
More general results concerning almost commuting unitaries are also obtained.
 1998 Academic Press
Key Words: Almost commuting unitaries; classification of purely infinite simple
C*-algebras.
0. INTRODUCTION
Recently G. A. Elliott initiated a program with the ambitious goal to classify
all ‘‘amenable’’ C*-algebras by K-theory with some additional invariant.
Elliott proved in [E] that the class of C*-algebras of real rank zero that
are inductive limits of direct sums of C*-algebras of form Mk(C(S1)) is
classified by their ordered graded groups K
*
. The more general classification
results for inductive limits of real rank zero built over higher dimensional
spaces are also obtained (see [EG1, EGLP, Ln8, EG2], etc.). M. Ro% rdam
showed in [R2] that inductive limits of even Cuntz algebras can be classified
by their K-theory too. Presumably, the more general classification results
for purely infinite simple C*-algebras are under way.
The Cuntz algebra On , 2n<, is the universal C*-algebra generated by
n isometries s1 , s2 , ..., sn , i.e., sj*sj=1 for all j, with the relation nj=1 sj sj*=1.
J. Cuntz proved in [Cu1] that On is (purely infinite) simple and the C*-algebra
generated by any set s1 , s2 , ..., sn of n isometries on a Hilbert space satisfying
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nj=1 sj sj*=1 is canonically isomorphic to On . Cuntz proved in [Cu2] that
K0(On)=Z(n&1) Z and K1(On)=0.
Let % be an irrational number. Consider the homeomorphism :% of S1 by
:% (z)=ei2?%z, i.e., rotation by 2?%. Set A%=C(S 1)_:% Z. A% is called the
irrational rotation algebra (with angle 2?%). A% is the universal C*-algebra
generated by two unitaries u, v satisfying u=ei2?%v. It is proved by Rieffel
[Rff], Pimsner and Voiculescu [PV1, PV2] that
A%1 $A%2
if and only if |%1 |=|%| mod Z.
A classification question raised by N. C. Phillips (see [Ph2, Problem 3])
is whether
A%1 O2$3 A%2 O2? ( |%1 |{|%2 | mod Z)
From a result of Ro% rdam (see also [BKR, 1.5, 1.4 and remark after 1.4]),
one easily sees that A% O2 is a purely infinite simple C*-algebra. By the
Ku nneth formula,
K1(A% O2)=K0(A% O2)=[0].
So if A%1 O2 $3 A%2 O2 , some additional invariant would be needed for
classification of nuclear purely infinite simple C*-algebras.
We show in the paper that in fact, for any irrational number %,
A% O2 $O2 .
This result seems to support the idea that, to classify (nuclear) purely infinite
simple C*-algebras, K-theory is sufficient.
We observe that
(1) A% is isomorphic to an inductive limit of direct sum of finitely
many matrices over C(S1) (see [EE]); and
(2) every C*-algebra with real rank zero has weak (FU), i.e., every
unitary in the connect component of the unitary group containing the
identity can be approximated by unitaries in the algebra with finite
spectrum [Ln4, Theorem 5].
These two results seem to suggest that A% O2 is an inductive limit of
direct sum of finitely many matrices over O2 . So, by the results of [R2],
one should be able to conclude that A% O2 is isomorphic to O2 . However
this approach meets some difficult technicality. It involves whether almost
commuting unitaries are close to commuting unitaries, for example. We
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discover that in a purely infinite simple C*-algebra A with k0(A)=K1(A)
=[0], a pair of almost commuting unitaries can be approximated by a
pair of commuting unitaries with finite spectrum, if certain obstacle disappears.
Using this result, combining with the above mentioned results and techniques
developed by [R2], we are able to show that in fact A% O2 $O2 .
The problem whether a pair of almost commuting unitaries can be
approximated by a pair of commuting unitaries has been studied for a while.
Dan Voiculescu showed in [V2] that the answer is negative in general. The
problem is further studied by [D, Lor1, ExL1, ExL2] and others. Given a pair
of unitary matrices u and v, Exel and Loring associate it with an invariant
}(u, v). They showed in [ExL2] that if }(u, v){0, then the pair is away
from commuting pairs. In Section 2, amomg other things, we show that for
any =>0, there exists $>0, for any pair of unitaries u and v in any unital
purely infinite simple C*-algebra A with K1(A)=0 satisfies
&uv&vu&<$
and }(u, v)=0, there exists a pair of commuting unitaries U, V # A with
finite spectrum such that
&u&U&<= and &v&V&<=.
We also show that, for any =>0, there is $>0, such that for any pair of
unitary matrices, u, v, if
&uv&vu&<$,
then there is a pair of commuting unitaries U, V # B(l2) such that
&u&U&<=, and &v&V&<=,
where u=u1 and v=v1 are block diagonal operators with each
block being equal to u and v, respectively. There is no doubt that positive
results regarding the problem of almost commuting pair of unitaries (normal)
elements may find many interesting application. (This paper was written in
Spring 1993. For further development, see Almost commuting unitary
elements in purely infinite simple C*-algebras, Math. Ann. 303 (1995),
599616, [LP1] and [LP2].)
1. ALMOST COMMUTING UNITARIES,
STABLE APPROXIMATION
Definitions 1.1. Let
f (e2?it)={1&2t,&1+2t,
if 0t12,
if 12t1;
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g(e2?it)={( f (t)& f (t)
2)12,
0,
if 0t12,
if 12t1;
h(e2?it)={0,( f (t)& f (t)2)12,
if 0t12,
if 12t1.
Let A be a (unital) C*-algebra. For any pair of unitaries u and v in A,
define
e(u, v)=\ f (v)g(v)+uh(v)
g(v)+h(v) u*
1& f (v) + .
If u commutes with v, then e(u, v) is a projection. In any case, e(u, v) is
selfadjoint. If &uv&vu& is small, then
&e(u, v)2&e(u, v)&
is small (see [Lor1, 3.5 and 3.6]). There is a positive number $0 (which is
independent of A, u and v) such that whenever
&uv&vu&<$0 , sp(e(u, v))/[&14, 14] _ [34, 1+14]
(see [Lor1, 3.5 and 3.6]). Let / be the characteristic function for the subset
[12, 32]. Then /(e(u, v)) is a projection in the C*-subalgebra of A generated
by e(u, v) and
&/(e(u, v))&e(u, v)&14.
The ExelLoring index (cf [ExL2]) }(u, v) is defined by
}(u, v)=[/(e(u, v))]&[1] in K0(A).
Let X be a compact metric space. For any projection p # C(X, Mk),
where Mk is the k_k matrices over C, let dim( p(x)) be the dimension
function of p(x). So dim( p(x)) # C(X ). It is easy to see that the map
d: K0(C(X ))  C(X, Z) defined by dim is a surjective homomorphism. So
we have the short exact sequence
0  ker(d )  K0(C(X ))  C(X, Z)  0.
Let ,: C(X )  A be a homomorphism, where A is a unital C*-algebra. We
denote by ,
*
(0) and ,
*
(1) the induced maps from K0(C(X)) to K0(A) and
from K1(C(X )) to K1(A), respectively.
Suppose that u commutes with v, and let D be the C*-subalgebra generated
by u and v. Then there is a homomorphism ,: C(S1_S1)  D/A. One
can check that the subgroup ,
*
(0)(ker(d )) is generated by k(u, v) (see [EG]).
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The following is known to topologists.
Lemma 1.2. Let F be a proper compact subset of S1_S1. Then ker(d ) of
K0(C(F )) is zero.
Proof. The space F is homotopy to a compact subset of the plane.
Q.E.D.
Definition 1.3. Let u, v be two unitaries in C*-algebra A. For =>0,
we denote by 7=(u, v) the closure of the set of those points (eit, eir) # S 1_S 1
such that there is a nonzero hereditary C*-subalgebra B of A which
satisfies
&(eit&u) b&<=, &(eir&v) b&<=,
&b(eit&u)&<= and &b(eir&v)&<=,
whenever b # B and &b&1. If =<_, then 7=(u, v)/7_(u, v). If uv=vu,
then the C*-subalgebra D generated by u, v is isomorphic to C(F ) for some
compact subset of S 1_S1. We define 7(u, v)=F.
Definition 1.4. Let P( y, y , z, z ) be a polynomial of four variables. For
a pair of unitaries u, v, we define P(u, v) to be the corresponding linear
combination of u, u*, v, v*. Notice that we do not assume u commutes with v.
We assume that there are only terms like u j (u*)k vl (v*)m but not vu. Other
words, v appears after u.
We need the following theorem:
Theorem 1.5. [Ln8, 4.3]. Let A be a unital C*-algebra, F be a compact
subset of S1_S 1 and ,: C(F )  A be a monomorphism. Suppose that
,
*
(0)(ker(d))=0 and ,
*
(1)=0,
then, for any =>0 and f1 , f2 , ..., fm # C(F ), there are homomorphisms 1: C(F )
 Mk(A) and 2: C(F )  Mk+1(A) ( for some integer k) with finite dimen-
sional range such that
&,( fi)1( fi)&2( fi)&<=, i=1, 2, ..., m.
Theorem 1.6. For any =>0, there exists 0<$(<$0) such that for any
pair of unitaries u, v in any unital C*-algebra A of real rank zero, if
&uv&vu&<$, *&P(u, v) # Inv0(A)
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for all *  sp(P(u, v)) and polynomials P (of four variables as in 1.4) and
there is a partial isometry w # M2(A) such that
w*w=/(e(u, v)) and ww*=1,
then there are unitaries u1 , v1 # Mk(A) and u2 , v2 # Mk+1(A) ( for some
integer k) with finite spectrum such that
&uu1&u2&<=, &vv1&v2 &<=,
u1 v1=v1u1 , u2v2=v2u2 and 7(u1 , v1), 7(u2 , v2)/7=(u, v).
Proof. Suppose that 1.6 does not hold. Then there are a positive number
d>0, a sequence of pairs of unitaries [un] and [vn] in a sequence of unital
C*-algebras Bn of real rank zero such that
&unvn&vnun &  0, *&P(un , vn) # Inv0(Bn)
whenever *  sp(P(un , vn)) and there are partial isometry |n # M2(Bn) such
that
|n*|n=/(e(un , vn)) and |n|n*=1, n=1, 2, ...,
yet for any subsequence [k(n)]/N and any sequence of commuting pairs of
unitaries +n&n # Mk(n)(Bn) and +$n&$n # Mk(n)+1(Bn) with finite 7(+n , &n),
7(+$n , &$n)/7d (un , vn)
&un +n&+$n &d or &vn &n&&$n&d.
By taking a subsequence, if necessary (cf. [Ln9, Lemma 1]), we may
assume that there is a compact subset F (of S1_S1) such that
sup[dist(!, F ), dist(‘, Fn): ! # Fn , ‘ # Fn]  0,
where Fn=7=4(un , vn) and = is positive.
Now let
B=[[bn]: bn # Bn , &bn&  0].
With pointwise operations and supreme norm, A is a _-unital C*-algebra
with real rank zero. It is easy to see (cf. [APT]) that, the multiplier algebra
of B is
M(B)=[[bn]: bn # Bn , supn &bn&<].
It is also easy to see that M(B) has real rank zero. Let ?: M(B)  M(B)B
be the quotient map. Set U=[un] and V=[vn] # M(B). Then ?(U)
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commutes with ?(V). Moreover, the C*-subalgebra D generated by U and
V is isomorphic to C(X), where X is a compact subset of S1_S 1. Let
,: C(X)  D/M(B)B be the isomorphism.
We claim that X/F. Suppose that * # X. Let h be a nonnegative
function in C(X) such that h(*)=0 and h(!)>0 elsewhere. Denote by
Her(h) the hereditary C*-subalgebra of M(B)B generated by ,(h). Her(h)
is _-unital. It follows from [P, Theorem 15] that
Her(h)==[x # M(B)B: xh=xh=0]{[0].
Since M(B) has real rank zero, M(B)B also has real rank zero. Therefore
Her(h)= has real rank zero. Let q* be a nonzero projection in Her(h)=. It
is easy to check that
,( f )= f (*) q*+(1&q*) ,( f )
and q* commutes with ,( f ) for all f # C(X). Let *=(eit, eir), 0t, r2?.
Then
(eit&,( f1)) q*=q*(eit&,( f1))=0
and
(eir&,( f2)) q*=q*(eir&,( f2))=0,
where f1(eit, eir)=eit, and f2(eit, eir)=eir. By [Zh1, 3.2], since M(B) has
real rank zero, there is a projection p=[ pn] # M(B) such that
(eit&[un]) p, p(eit&[un]) # B
and
(eir&[vn]) p, p(eir&[vn]) # B.
This implies that
&(eit&un) pn&<=4, &pn(eit&un)&<=4
and
&(eir&vn) pn &<=4, &pn(eir&vn)&<=4,
whenever nN for some N. Therefore * # Fn for nN, whence * # F. This
proves the claim.
For any polynomial P of four variables, if
*&P(U, V) # Inv(M(B)B),
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then, it is easy to see that, for large n,
*&P(un , vn) # Inv(Bn).
By our assumption,
*&P(un , vn) # Inv0(Bn)
for large n. It follows from the StoneWeierstrass theorem that the set of
elements P(U, V) is dense in D. Therefore, for any unitary f # D, there is a
unitary g=[gn] # U(M(B)) such that ?(g)= f and gn # U0(Bn). By [Ln4,
Theorem 5], cer(Bn)1+=, we conclude that there are hn , h$n # (Bn)s.a.
with &hn &, &h$n &2? such that
gn=exp(ihn) exp(ih$n), n=1, 2, ...
Set
h=[hn] and h$=[h$n].
Then h, h$ # M(B). So
f =?(exp(ih) exp(ih$)).
Hence f # U0(M(B)B). This implies that
,
*
(1)=0.
Now we verify that ,
*
(0)(ker(d))=0. If F{S1_S1, by 1.5, ker(d ) of K0(C(F ))
is zero. Therefore, in this case, ,
*
(0)(ker(d ))=0. When F=S 1_S 1, it is
enough to show that
}(U, V)=0 in K0(M(B)B).
It is clear that
?([/(e(un , vn)])=/(e(U, V)).
Set w=[wn] # M2(M(B)). Then
?(w)* ?(w)=/(e(U, V)) and ?(w) ?(w)*=1.
Therefore
}(U, V)=0 in K0(M(B)B).
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It follows from 1.5 that there are unitaries W1 , W2 # Mk(M(B)B) and
unitaries W$1 , W$2 # Mk+1(M(B)B) with finite spectrum such that
&UW1&W$1&<=2 and &VW2&W$2&<=2.
Furthermore, there are points !1 , !2 , ..., !L , ‘1 , ‘2 , ...‘N # X and mutually
orthogonal projections p 1 , p 2 , ..., p L # Mk(M(B)B) and q 1 , q 2 , ..., q N #
Mk+1(M(B)B) such that
W1= :
L
i=1
f1(!) p i , W2= :
L
i=1
f2(!) p i
and
W$1= :
N
j=1
f1(‘j) q j , W$2= :
N
j=1
f2(‘j) q j .
By [Zh1, 3.2], since M(B) has real rank zero, there are mutually ortho-
gonal projections pi # Mk((B)) and mutually orthogonal projections qj #
Mk+1(M(B)) such that ?( pi)= p i and ?(qj)=q j , i=1, 2, ...L, j=1, 2, ..., N.
Hence there are b, b$ # Mk+1(B) such that
"[un] :
L
i=1
f1(!i) pi& :
N
j=1
f1(‘j) qj&b"<=2
and
"[vn] :
L
i=1
f2(!) pi& :
N
j=1
f2(‘j) qj&b$"<=2.
Notice that b=[bn], b$=[b$n] and
&bn&  0, &b$n&  0, as n  .
This implies that there exist two sequences of commuting pairs of unitaries
w(1)n , w
(2)
n # Mk(Bn) and w~
(1)
n , w~
(2)
n # Mk+1(Bn) with finite spectrum and
7(w (1)n , w
(2)
n ), 7(w~
(1)
n , w~
(2)
n )/X such that
&un w (1)n &w~
(1)
n &<=2
and
&vn w (2)n &w~
(2)
n &<=2,
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if n is large enough. By changing 7(w (1)n , w
(2)
n ) and 7(w~
(1)
n , w~
(2)
n ) slightly,
we may assume that 7(w (1)n , w
(2)
n ), 7(w~
(1)
n , w~
(2)
n )/7=(un , vn), if n is large
enough. This contradicts the assumption, if =<d. K
Remark 1.7. From the proof of 1.6. we see that when &uv&vu& is small
enough, 7=(u, v) is not empty. This does not require }(u, v)=0, nor
*&P(u, v) # Inv0(A).
Corollary 1.8. For any =>0, there exists $>0 such that, for any
unital C*-algebra A of real rank zero and stable rank one and a pair of
unitaries u, v # A satisfy
&uv&vu&<$, *&P(u, v) # Inv0(A)
for all *  sp(P(u, v)) and polynomials of four variables and
}(u, v)=0 in K0(A),
then there exist two pairs of unitaries U1 , V1 # Mk(A) and U2 , V2 # Mk+1(A)
such that
&uU1&U2 &<=, &vV1&V2&<=,
U1V1=V1U1 , U2V2=V2U2
and
7(U1 , V1), 7(U2 , V2)/7=(u, v).
Proof. Since A has real rank zero and stable rank one, by [BH, III],
}(u, v)=0
implies that there is a partial isometry v # A such that v*v=/(e(u, v)) and
vv*=1. K
Corollary 1.9. For any =>0, there exists $>0 such that, whenever
n # N, for any pair of unitary matrices u, v # Mn satisfy
&uv&vu&<$
and
}(u, v)=0 in K0(A),
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then there exist two pairs of unitaries U1 , V1 # Mkn and U2 , V2 # M(k+1) n
such that
&uU1&U2 &<=, &vV1&V2&<=,
U1V1=V1U1 , U2V2=V2U2
and
7(U1 , V1), 7(U2 , V2)/7=(u, v).
Proof. For any Mn , K1(Mn)=0.
Corollary 1.10. For any =>0, there exists $>0 such that, for any
purely infinite simple C*-algebra A and a pair of unitaries u, v # A satisfy
&uv&vu&<$, *&P(u, v) # Inv0(A)
for all *  sp(P(u, v)) and polynomials of four variables and
}(u, v)=0 in K0(A)
then there exist two pairs of unitaries U1 , V1 # Mk(A) and U2 , V2 # Mk+1(A)
such that
&uU1&U2 &<=, &vV1&V2 &<=,
U1V1=V1U1 , U2V2=V2U2
and
7(U1 , V1), 7(U2 , V2)/7=(u, v).
Proof. It follows from [Cu2, 1.4] (see also [Cu2, p. 188]) that in
purely infinite simple C*-algebra,
}(u, v)=0
implies that there is a partial isometry v # A such that
v*v=/(e(u, v)) and vv*=1. Q.E.D.
2. ALMOST COMMUTING UNITARIES IN INFINITE ALGEBRAS
Lemma 2.1. For any =>0, there exist ’>0 such that for any unital
C*-algebra A of real rank zero and two unitaries u, v # A, then there are
11PURELY INFINITE SIMPLE C*-ALGEBRAS
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*1 , *2 , ..., *N # 7’(u, v) and mutually orthogonal projections p1 , p2 , ..., pN # A
such that
"u& :
N
i=1
f1(*i) pi& pup"<=2
and
"v& :
N
i=1
f2(*i) pi& pvp"<=2,
where p=1&Ni=1 pi , and, for any ! # 7’(u, v), there is *i such that
| fk(!)& fk(*i)|<=2, k=1, 2,
and f1(eit, eir)=eit, f2(eit, eir)=eir.
Proof. There is _>0 such that, if :, ; # S1_S 1 and
dist(:, ;)<_, | fi (:)& fi (;)|<=4, i=1, 2.
There is an integer N such that there are *1 , *2 , ..., *m # 7’(u, v) with
(mN and) and, for any ! # 7’(u, v),
dist(!, [*1 , *2 , ..., *m])<_
and
0<d<Max[ | fk(*i)& fk(*j)|: k=1, 2], i{ j.
It is important to note that, since 7’(u, v)/S1_S 1, the number d and N
does not depend on ’(>0) but depends only on =. There are projections
qi {0, i=1, 2, ..., m such that
&( f1(*i)&u) qi&<’, &qi ( f1(*i)&u)&<’
and
&( f2(*i)&v) qi&<’, &qi ( f2(*i)&v)&<’.
We will assume that ’<=22(N+1). If i{ j, then either
| f1(*i)& f1(*j)|>d
or
| f2(*i)& f2(*j)|>d.
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In either case, by [Ln9, Lemma 6], if ’ is small enough,
&qiqj&<=22(N+1).
Hence,
&q2&(1&q1) q2(1&q1)&<2=22(N+1).
It follows from [Eff, A8] that there is a projection p2 # (1&q1) A(1&q1)
such that
&p2&q2&<=22N+1.
In the same way, we obtain mutually orthogonal projections p1 , p2 , ..., pm # A
such that
&pi&qi &<=2N+1,
&( f1(*i)&u) pi&<=2N+1, &( f2(*i)&v) pi&<=2N+1
and
&pi ( f1(*i)&u)&<=2N+1, &pi ( f2(*i)&v)&<=2N+1,
i=1, 2, ..., m. Let p=1&mi=1 pi . Notice that
"u :
m
i=1
pi& :
m
i=1
f1(*i) pi"<N=2N+1
and
" :
m
i=1
piu& :
m
i=1
f1(*i) pi"<N=4N+1.
We conclude that
"u& :
m
i=1
f1(*i) pi& pup"<=2.
Similarly,
"v& :
m
i=1
f2(*i) pi& pvp"<=2. Q.E.D.
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Theorem 2.2. For any =>0, there exist ($0>) $>0 such that for any
unital purely infinite simple C*-algebra A and a pair of unitaries u, v # A if
&uv&vu&<$, *&P(u, v) # Inv0(A)
for all *  sp(P(u, v)) and polynomials of four variables and
}(u, v)=0
then there exists a pair of commuting unitaries U, V # A with finite spectrum
such that
&u&U&<=, &v&V&<=
and 7(U, V)/7=(u, v).
Proof. It follows from [Zh1] (see [BP, 3.9] also) that A has real rank
zero. For any =>0, by Lemma 2.1, if ’<=4 is small enough, there exist
points *1 , *2 , ..., *N # 7’(u, v) and mutually orthogonal projections p1 , p2 , ...,
pN # A such that
"u& :
N
i=1
f1(*i) pi& pup"<=2, and "v& :
N
i=1
f2(*i) pi& pvp"<=2
and, for any ! # 7’(u, v), there is *i such that
| fk(!)& fk(*i)|<=4, i=1, 2,
where p=1&Ni=1 pi . It follows from 1.10 that, if $ is small enough, there
exist an integer K and two commuting pairs of unitaries U1 , V1 # MK (A),
U2 , V2 # MK+1(A) with finite spectrum and 7(U1 , V1), 7(U2 , V2)/7’(u, v)
such that
&uU1&U2 &<’<=4, &vV1&V2&<’<=4.
Without loss of generality (with an error within =4), we may assume that
U1= :
N
i=1
f1(*i) di and V1= :
N
i=1
f2(*i) di
for some mutually orthogonal projections d1 , d2 , ..., dN # Mk(A).
(The above argument will also be used in the proof of Theorem 2.5.)
Since A is purely infinite and simple, there is a partial isometry W # Mk+1(A)
such that
W*W= :
N
i=1
pi  :
N
i=1
di , WW* :
N
i=1
pi
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and
W( pi di) W* pi , i=1, 2, ..., N.
Set qi= pi&W( pi di) W* and W =W (1&Ni=1 pi). Then
W \ :
N
i=1
f1(*i) pi+ pup+ W*= :
N
i=1
f1(*i)( pi&qi)pup
and
W \ :
N
i=1
f2(*i) pi& pvp+ W*= :
N
i=1
f2(*i)( pi&qi)pvp.
So
"\ :
N
i=1
f1(*i) pi+ pup+& :
N
i=1
f1(*i) qi WU2W*"<=2
Therefore
"u& :
N
i=1
f1(*i) qi WU2W*"<=.
Similarly,
"v& :
N
i=1
f2(*i) qi WV2W*"<=.
Notice that U=Ni=1 f1(*i) qi WU2W* commutes with V=
N
i=1 f2(*i) qi
WV2W* and 7(U, V) is a finite subset of 7=(u, v). Q.E.D.
Corollary 2.3. For any =>0, there exists $>0 such that, for any
unital purely infinite simple C*-algebra A with K1(A)=0 and a pair of
unitaries u, v # A, if
&uv&vu&<$,
and
}(u, v)=0
there is a pair of commuting unitaries U, V # A with finite spectrum such that
&u&U&<= and &v&V&<=.
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Example 2.4. It is worth to note that Calkin algebra and type III
factors are purely infinite simple C*-algebras. Many corona algebras are
also purely infinite simple (cf. [Ln1-2]).
Theorem 2.5. For any =>0, there exists $>0, for any pair of unitary
matrices U, V, if
&UV&VU&<$
then there is a pair of commuting unitary operators U$, V$ # B(l2) such that
&U&U$&<= and &V&V$&<=,
where U=U1 and V=V1 are block diagonal operators with
each block being equal to U and V, respectively
Proof. First, we notice that there is a partial isometry w # B(l2) such
that
w*w=/(e((U , V)) and ww*=1 .
We also notice that Inv(B(l2))=Inv0(B(l2)). The proof is almost the same
as that of Theorem 2.2. We will copy the part of the proof of Theorem 2.2
which we have indicated to be used here.
Set Pi= pi 1 and Di=di 1 . There is a partial isometry W # B(l2)
such that
W*W= :
N
i=1
Pi  :
N
i=1
Di , WW*= :
N
i=1
Pi
and
W(Pi Di) W*=Pi , i=1, 2, ..., N.
Set W$=WP, where P= p1 . Then, one checks that
"\ :
N
i=1
f1(*i) Pi&PT P+&W(U2 1) W*"<=2,
Therefore
&U&W(U2 1) W*&<=.
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Similarly,
&V&W(V2 1) W*&<=.
Take U$=W(U2 1) W* and V$=W(V2 1) W*. Q.E.D.
Remark 2.6. The condition }(u, v)=0 can not be removed in general.
Let A=Mn (or A=K), if ,: C(S1_S 1)  A, then ,(ker(d ))=0. So if u
commutes with v then }(u, v)=0. It is shown in [ExL2] that there are
matrices un and vn such that
&unvn&vnun&  0
but }(un , vn) are away from zero.
However, there are pairs of commuting unitaries u, v with }(u, v){0. Let
A be a simple AF-algebra with nonzero inf (K0(A)), i.e., K0(A) has nonzero
infinitesimal elements. It follows from [EG, 7.1] that there are (unital)
injective homomorphism ,: C(S 1_S1)  A with ,
*
(0)(ker(d )){0. Let u, v
be two unitaries which are the canonical generators for ,(C(S1_S 1)).
Then }(u, v){0.
3. CLASSIFICATION OF PURELY INFINITE SIMPLE
C*-ALGEBRAS
In this section we will show that a purely infinite simple C*-algebra A
which is an inductive limit of finite direct sums of C(S1) tensored with
matrices over even Cuntz algebras is isomorphic to O2 if and only if K0(A)
=K1(A)=0. See Note Added in Proof.
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a purely infinite simple C*-algebra with K0(A)=
K1(A)=0. Suppose that sj , tj # A are isometries such that
:
n
j=1
sj sj*= :
n
j=1
tjtj*=1 (n=even)
and there is a unitary u # A such that sj=utj , j=1, 2, ..., n. For any =>0,
there is $>0 such that, for any unitary w # A, if
&wu&uw&<$, &wtj&tjw&<$ and &wtj*&tj*w&<$,
then there is a unitary v # A such that
&v*tjv&sj&<=, j=1, 2, ..., n
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and
&wv&vw&<=.
Proof. The proof is an application of [R2] and Theorem 2.2. Fix two
integers k and m. Let l=k+m&1. Let xj=*l (u) *l+1(u) } } } *l+ j (u), j=0,
1, ..., m&1 and Z=u*(u) } } } *m&1(u)(*(a)=nj=1 tj atj*). By choosing small
$>0, we will have
&xjw&wxj &
and
&Zw&wZ&
are small. It follows from 2.2 that, for any _>0, if &Zw&wZ& is small
enough, there is a pair of commuting unitaries U, W # A with finite spectrum
such that
&Z&U&<_ and &w&W&<_.
Let B be the C*-subalgebra generated by U and W. Since U has finite
spectrum, there are b0 , b1 , ..., bm&2 # B such that U=b0 b1 } } } bm&2 and
&bi&1&<3?m (if m&1m>23)
Note that W commutes with bi . Let bm&1=U*Z. Then
&bm&1&1&<_ and &Wbm&1&bm&1 W&<_.
We will assume that _<3?m at largest. Note that Z=b0b1 } } } bm&1. Let
yi=*l (bi), i=1, 2, ..., m&1. We will then follow notation in the proof of
[R2, 4.7]. For any ’>0, if $ and _ are small enough,
&* j (W)&W&<’, &*l+ j (u) W&W*l+ j (u)&<’
and
&xj* yj*xjW&Wxj* yj*xj&<’,
for j=0, 1, ..., m&1. With wj=*l (u) zj as in the proof of [R2, 4.7], we
obtain
&* j (wj) W&W* j (wj)&=&*l+ j (u) * j (zj) * j (W)&* j (W) *l+ j (u) *(zj)&
<&*l+ j (u) xj* yj*xjW&W*l+ j (u) xj* yjxj&+2’
<4’+2’=6’.
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Since * is an isometry, the above inequality implies that
&wj W&Wwj&<6’, j=0, 1, ..., m&1.
Now we apply [R2, 4.8] (with L=3?). In the proof of [R2, 4.8],
v= :
m
j=1
vjej .
Since
ej # span[t+t&* | l(+)=l(&)=l]
and
vj=wj *(wj+1) } } } *m& j&1(wm&1), j=0, 1, ..., m&1,
if 3?m<=4, k is as in [R2, 4.8], and $, _ and ’ are small enough
&Wej&ej W& and &Wvj&vjW&
are small enough. So, if $ (’ and _) are small enough,
&vW&Wv&<=2 and &*k(u)&v*(v)*&<=2.
(We keep notation in [R2,4].)
It follows from the proof of [R2, 3.6] ((d )  (a))
&v*tjv&sj&<=2, j=1, 2, ..., n.
We also have (if _<=2),
&vw&wv&<=. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.2. Let A=lim  Ak be a purely infinite simple C*-algebra with
K0(A)=K1(A)=[0] such that each An is a finite direct sums of C(S 1)
Mnk(Omk) and B$C(S
1)Mk(On) be a C*-subalgebra of A, where mk and
n are even. Then, for any =>0, f1 , f2 , ..., fl # B, there is a C*-subalgebra C
of A which is isomorphic to a direct sum of finitely many copies of Mk(On)
and there are b1 , b2 , ..., bl # C such that
& fi&bi&<=, i=1, 2, ..., l.
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Lemma 3.3. Let A be a unital C*-algebra, p1 , p2 , ..., pm # A are mutually
orthogonal projections such that mi=1 pi=1 and sij # A, j=1, 2, ..., k(i),
i=1, 2, ..., m, be partial isometries such that
s*ij sij= pi and :
k(i)
j=1
sij s*ij= pi ,
i=1, 2, ..., m. For any =>0, there exists $>0, if there is a C*-subalgebra
B/A and ti, j # B, j=1, 2, ..., k(i), j=1, 2, ..., m with
&sij&tij&<$,
then there are t$ij # B and projection q1 , q2 , ..., qm # B such that
:
m
j=1
qj=1, (t$ij)* t$ij=qi , :
k(i)
j=1
t$ij (t$ij)*=qi , i=1, 2, ..., m
and
&sij&t$ij&<=, j=1, 2, ..., k(i), i=1, 2, ..., n.
Theorem 3.4. Let A be a purely infinite simple C*-algebra which is an
inductive limit of An , where An $m C(S 1)Mm(n)(O2k(n)). If K0(A)=
K1(A)=[0], then A$O2 .
Proof. We may assume that A is the closure of n=1 An , where each An
is a homomorphic image of finite direct sum of C(S1)Mm(n)(O2m$(n)).
For any =1>0, and a finite subset F1 of generators of A1 , by 3.2, there
exist a C*-subalgebra B1 /A which is isomorphic to a direct sum of
finitely many copies of Mm(1)(O2k(1)) and a finite subset F$1 /B1 such that
inf [&a&b&: b # F$1]<=1
for a # F1 .
From now on, we say G is the set of canonical generators of the direct
sum of m many of matrices over (even) Cuntz algebras, if
G=[sij e+, & : j=1, 2, ..., 2k(m), i=1, 2, ..., m, +, &],
where mj=1 s*ij sij=1, s*i1si1=si2s*i2 , i=1, 2, ..., m and 
2
i=1 sijs*ij=s*ij sij , j=1,
2, ..., 2k(m) and [e+, &] are (possibly m many different sizes of) matrix units.
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Let G1 be the set of canonical generators of B1 . Set G$1=F1 _ G1 . For
any =2>0, there are integer n2 and a finite subset F2 which includes a set
of generators of An2 such that
inf [&b&a&: a # F2]<=2 2
for all b # G$1 .
Applying 3.2 again, there exist a C*-subalgebra B2 /A which is isomorphic
to a finite direct sum of matrices over even Cuntz algebras and a finite subset
G2 of B2 which includes the the set of canonical generators of B2 such that
inf [&a&b&: b # G2]<=2 2
for all a # F2 . Therefore
inf [&b$&b&: b # G2]<=2
for all b$ # G1 .
We continue this process. We assume that =n  0, as n  . Furthermore,
by 3.3, we may choose =n so small that there is an injective homomorphism
k : Bk  Bk+1 such that
&k(b)&b&<12k, k=1, 2, ...,
where b belongs to the union of k&1(Gk&1), k&1 b k&2(Gk&2), ..., k&1 b
k&2 b } } } b 1(G1). Define 9 (k)n : Bk  A by
9 (k)n =n b n&1 b } } } b k ,
k, n=1, 2, .... From the above, 9 (k)n converges on the union of Gk ,
k&1(Gk&1), ..., k&1 b k&2 b } } } b 1(G1). If we define 9(b)=limn  9 (k)n (b)
for b # Gk , then 9 gives an isomorphism from Bk into A. It is easy to verify
that
9(Bk)/9(Bk+1), k=1, 2, ...
Let B be the closure of k=1 9(Bk). Then B is an inductive limit of direct
sum of finitely many matrices over even Cuntz algebras.
For each a # AN and =>0, by our construction, there is a large L such
that there is b # 9(BL) with
&a&b&<=.
Since B is closed, a # B. Therefore A=B. So A is a (purely infinite) simple
C*-algebra which is inductive limit of direct sum of finitely many matrices
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over even Cuntz algebras and K0(A)=K1(A)=[0]. By the classification
theory of [R2, 7.2], A$O2 . Q.E.D.
Corollary 3.5. Let A be a purely infinite simple C*-algebra which is
an inductive limit of An , where An $  m C(S 1)Mm(n)(O2). Then A$O2 .
Proof. By the Ku nneth formula,
K1(An)=K0(An)=[0].
Thus K1(A)=K0(A)=[0].
Corollary 3.7. Let A% be an irrational rotation algebra. Then
A% O2 $O2 .
Proof. It is proved by [EG] that A% is an inductive limit of direct sum
of finitely many matrices over C(S1). Q.E.D.
Corollary 3.8. Let B be a BunceDeddens algebra. Then BO2 $O2 .
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